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Abstract Polyethylene (PE) pipe, particularly high-
density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe, has been successfully
utilized to transport cooling water for both non-safety- and
safety-related applications in nuclear power plant (NPP).
Though ASME Code Case N755, which is the first code
case related to NPP HDPE pipe, requires a thorough
nondestructive examination (NDE) of HDPE joints.
However, no executable regulations presently exist
because of the lack of a feasible NDE technique for
HDPE pipe in NPP. This work presents a review of current
developments in NDE technology for both HDPE pipe in
NPP with a diameter of less than 400 mm and that of a
larger size. For the former category, phased array
ultrasonic technique is proven effective for inspecting
typical defects in HDPE pipe, and is thus used in Chinese
national standards GB/T 29460 and GB/T 29461. A defect-
recognition technique is developed based on pattern
recognition, and a safety assessment principle is summa-
rized from the database of destructive testing. On the other
hand, recent research and practical studies reveal that in
current ultrasonic-inspection technology, the absence of
effective ultrasonic inspection for large size was lack of
consideration of the viscoelasticity effect of PE on acoustic
wave propagation in current ultrasonic inspection techno-
logy. Furthermore, main technical problems were analyzed
in the paper to achieve an effective ultrasonic test method
in accordance to the safety and efficiency requirements of

related regulations and standards. Finally, the development
trend and challenges of NDE test technology for HDPE in
NPP are discussed.

Keywords polyethylene pipe, nuclear power plant, ultra-
sonic inspection, nondestructive testing, safety assessment

1 Introduction

Most of Chinese mainland’s electricity is produced from
fossil fuels, predominantly coal. Rapid economic growth
has led to power shortages, and the reliance on fossil fuels
has increasingly resulted in more serious air pollution.
Nuclear power in China is now under vigorous develop-
ment due to its excellent advantages of high input-output
energy ratio, low pollution emission, and long operation
life [1].
Metallic piping, such as carbon steel piping, is

historically the most commonly used piping for
pressurized cooling water transportation. However, metal-
lic piping is prone to corrosion, fouling, and microbiolo-
gical attack, therefore resulting in greater costs for frequent
maintenance (2–3 years) or replacement (about 10 years)
and potential safety hazards [2]. High density polyethylene
(HDPE) pipe is a new option for nuclear power plant
(NPP) worldwide. In 1995, HDPE was first applied in a
non-safety service water system of Catawba nuclear station
in the US by Duke Energy, and has been effectively in
service without corrosion or fouling problems for over 20
years [3]. Due to its significant advantages such as
corrosion resistance, strength-to-weight ratio, flexibility,
and long service life (50 years) [4], HDPE used in water
piping at power plants has been proven to be efficient and
cost effective. In 2009, the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) issued Catawba safety evaluation.
Afterwards, HDPE piping could be used for Class 3 safety
related piping with NRC approval, such as the cooling
water lines in Callaway Nuclear Plant [5] and Catawba
Nuclear Plant Unit 2. Currently, HDPE piping has been
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utilized in the latest third generation nuclear power
reactors, such as AP1000 designed by American Westing-
house Company and Hualong One designed by China
National Nuclear Corporation and China General Nuclear
Power Group.
The nuclear industry in the US is drafting ASME Code

Case N-755 that contains the requirements for NPPs
applications for HDPE pipe [6]. N-755 requires that visual
examination, hydrostatic test, and nondestructive exami-
nation (NDE) shall be conducted on all pipe fusion joints
before operation [7]. Visual examination includes inspec-
tion of the general surface for indentations, review and
verification of fusion data for the joint, and evidence of
leakage during the hydrostatic test. Hydrostatic test
requires that no leakage shall occur during the process of
pressurization, pressure maintenance, and pressure reduc-
tion. However, only obvious surface damages can be found
through visual examination and the inspection effective-
ness is largely depended on personnel qualification.
Hydrostatic tests are generally effective if gross through-
wall flaws exist in the fusion joint [8]. For detecting fusion
flaws with potential detriments to operation safety,
volumetric examination should be performed, and results
should be evaluated by qualified NDE personnel. Though
ASME has approved Code Case N-755, the NRC has not
endorsed N-755. One of the major reasons is the lack of
practical NDE procedures and qualification [9]. N-755
contains rules for personnel qualification requirements, but
it does not specify NDE method, NDE procedures, or
acceptance criteria.
Currently, no NDE technology has proved reliable with

high sensitivity and resolution for the inspection needs
from the nuclear industry. China has approved and issued
two national standards [10,11] on the NDE and safety
assessment of electrofusion (EF) joints of PE pipes with
thickness of 40–400 mm for natural gas transportation. The
standards include specific ultrasonic inspection procedures
and qualifications. Nevertheless, the existing ultrasonic
testing technology encountered new challenges and
obstacles when it was applied for inspecting PE pipe
joint of a larger diameter in NPP. When ultrasonic wave
propagates in PE, wave distortion will occur because of
sound attenuation and sound dispersion. The former makes
sound energy decrease with the transmission distance, and
the latter can distort the pulse wave due to the different
phase velocity of the different frequency components of
the sound signal. The distortion will gradually accumulate
with the increase of the propagation distance which will
affect the focusing and imaging of sound waves. The
conventional ultrasonic testing system assumes that the
material to be tested is linear elasticity and uses ideal wave
equation (constant sound velocity) as the theoretical basis
to design the delay time and to realize focusing and
imaging. However, for large size PE pipe whose material is
viscoelastic, sound attenuation and frequency dispersion
effects will accumulate with the propagation distance and

will be heavily distorted, so the ideal wave equation will
not be able to accurately describe the actual propagation
law. Therefore, establishment of a phased array sound field
model suitable for PE and accurate prediction of sound
pressure distribution during long distance propagation are
important prerequisites for developing nuclear PE ultra-
sonic detection technology.
This paper systematically reviewed current ultrasonic

inspection techniques for PE pipe and their applications.
Situation and progress of study on technical obstacles of
ultrasonic testing for PE pipe in NPP were then presented.
Finally, prospects of NDE technology development for PE
pipe in NPP were further discussed.

2 Current ultrasonic inspection techniques
for PE pipe

Defects in EF joints of PE pipes can be categorized to poor
fusion interface, void, structural deformity (dislocation of
heating wires), and cold welding [12]. Meanwhile, defects
in butt fusion (BF) joints are classified as crack, poor
fusion interface, void, and cold welding [13]. Cold welding
is caused by improper welding power or welding time.
Such PE joint can survive in normal hydraulic testing for
qualification but could still cause leakage failure in the
operation [14]. Cold welding defect is correlated with the
eigen-line, which is formed due to a polymer chain
orientation in the welding region of PE joint [15]. As there
is no macro change in a cold welding joint structure, most
NDE methods are invalid for detecting cold welding
defect. However, an effective NDE method for PE joints
should be reliable to detect all typical defects of required
sizes, and cold welding is the main obstacle for the
development of NDE technique for PE joints.

2.1 Nondestructive examination methods for PE pipe

X-ray technique, infrared thermal imaging technique and
ultrasonic inspection technique are currently used NDE
methods for PE pipe. X-ray technique has been widely
applied in assessing metal welding quality [16,17], but can
only detect volumetric defects (void or inclusion) in PE
joints with low X-ray absorption capability. Infrared
thermal imaging technology has a deficiency of low defect
resolution with a minimum detectable diameter of 8 mm at
a depth of 10 mm [18]. Ultrasound technique was applied
to detect voids, inclusions, and cracks at the fusion region
in BF joints, and the defect sizes detected were 5, 10, and
12 mm for BF joints, respectively (DN160, SDR11) [19].
Therefore, traditional ultrasonic inspection technique was
proven effective in detecting most typical defects in BF
joints. However, the inspecting resolution needs to be
enhanced.
Recently, the Welding Institute (TWI) from the UK

applied time of flight diffraction (TOFD) ultrasonic testing
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technique to inspect BF joints of PE pipe (less than 400
mm in diameter) [20]. Compared with traditional ultra-
sound testing method, this technique achieved excellent
inspecting resolution, but failed in detecting cold welding
defect. Zhejiang University applied phased array ultrasonic
technique (PAUT) and managed to inspect all typical flaws
in both EF joint [21] and BF joint [13]. For instance, the
welding regions in EF joint of D200 and BF joint of D200
are clearly shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and the detected voids
have a width of 2 and 4 mm, respectively. PAUT has

emerged as a rapid NDE technique for the detection and
imaging of defects in PE joints due to its flexibility in
varying the focusing of beam to a point of interest.

2.2 Phased array ultrasonic inspection technology

Ultrasonic inspection system based on phased array
technique normally consists of phased-array ultrasonic
mainframe, focusing system, coupling system, mechanical
scanning devices etc. as in Fig. 3 [22].

Fig. 1 Typical ultrasonic image of all types of defects in EF joint
of PE pipe (less than DN200) [21]. (a) Metal wire dislocation;
(b) void; (c) poor fusion interface; (d) cold welding; (e) normal

Fig. 2 Typical ultrasonic image of all types of defects in BF joint
of PE pipe (less than DN200) [13]. (a) Crack; (b) poor fusion
interface; (c) void; (d) cold welding; (e) normal
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In field ultrasonic testing of PE joints, several techniques
have been innovated to improve inspection effectiveness.
Reliable ultrasonic results can be achieved on the condition
of proper transducer and optimized inspection parameters.
Guo et al. [23] proposed a method of transducer design and
parameter determination based on acoustic field simulation
using CIVA software. With this method, all typical defects
in EF joints can be imaged efficiently with good resolution
and high signal-noise-ratio. Special ultrasonic system [24]
was invented for BF joints applying coupling focusing
inspection technique, including spherical probe immersed
in couplant. Coupling focusing ultrasonic technique [25]
was developed to reduce the sound energy loss at the
interface between transducer and PE joints. The key of the
technique is to invent a special couplant for PE. The
couplant is a mixture of glycerinum, sodium silicate, water,
defoamer, etc., which has almost the same sound velocity
and acoustic impedance with PE.
PE joints produced by different manufacturers may have

grooves or textures on the surface. The irregular surface
results in the expansion of a dead zone, deformation of
detection figure, and reduction of sensitivity. A practical
method [26] based on the coupling focusing ultrasonic
technique was proposed to effectively reduce the unfa-
vourable influence caused by irregular surface. PE joints
generally have large fusion regions in circumferential
direction, and volumetric inspection can be time-consum-
ing. Automatic circumferential scanning devices for PE
joint [27] were invented to enhance the inspection
efficiency. Consequently, the ultrasonic images of the
whole fusion region were reconstructed and displayed in
real-time with the process of thorough scanning of PE
joints.

2.3 Defect recognition and safety assessment

Considering that different types of defects have different
failure modes and effects on pipeline safety, recognizing
the type of detected flaw is crucial for further evaluation
[28]. To improve defect recognition accuracy and realize
in-service inspection, automatic defect recognition techni-
que was developed [29]. Xie et al. [30] applied the

principle of spatial compound imaging to reduce the noise
in ultrasonic image, and consequently improved the image
quality and defect detection ability. Rostami and Razavi
[31] proposed a combined algorithm through various
image processing and mathematical morphology to
improve the raw ultrasonic images for observation and
accurate analysis. Nevertheless, both the methods failed to
differentiate defects from each other, and defect recogni-
tion still depends on experienced technicians. Huang et al.
[32] summed the pixel grey-values in B-scan images of EF
joint horizontally, normalized the value to one-dimensional
signal, and analysed the signal by wavelet transform to
facilitate automatic cold welding defect detection. Long
et al. [33] conducted principal component analysis and
regression analysis on eight features extracted from signal
wave of voids and established the relation between the
features and defect information. TWI [34] developed an
automatic defect recognition (ADR) software for EF weld
inspection, including three main steps in the algorithm:
Detection of heating wire zone, determination of wire
lines, and determination of defect maps. Based on the ADR
software, defect indication can be completed, but defect
classification and quantification required further analysis
by technicians. Hou et al. [21] proposed a defect
recognition method for EF joints based on pattern
recognition principle, mainly including feature extraction
and selection, defect classification, and defect quantifica-
tion, as shown in Fig. 4. A series of software [35,36] were
further developed to perform automatic weld defect
identification for phased array ultrasonic inspection, and
the accuracy rate of single defect recognition reached 90%.
Typical identification results are shown in Fig. 4. The

left figures are digitalized ultrasonic images, and the right
ones are B-scan image segmentations. Figure 4(a) is the
image of normal welding without defect. Metal wires,
void, poor fusion interface, and the eigen-line are marked
with “+”, “△”, “◊” and “blue line” as shown, respectively.
Figure 4 shows that heating wires are recognized
accurately, and all types of defects are successfully
identified [21].
Safety assessment is necessary to estimate defect

harmfulness and take measures after the defect recognition.
A database system [37] on defect types, mechanical
characteristics, and corresponding ultrasonic images of PE
joints (EF and BF) was developed based on Visual Basic
and SQL Server to provide substantial support for
qualification of PE joints. Based on previous achievements
of EF joints, Chinese national standard GB/T 29460-2012
specifies the characterization of all typical defects and
stipulates the safety acceptance criteria, as shown in
Table 1. Meanwhile, TWI [38] has developed a tensile test
using a waisted specimen and a whole pipe tensile creep
rupture test to determine flaw acceptance criteria for BF
joints. However, achievements were only limited to planar
lack of fusion flaws, and other critical flaws of BF joints
were not considered.

Fig. 3 Phased array ultrasonic system
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3 Ultrasonic inspection technique for PE
pipe of large size

General PAUT system can effectively inspect PE joints of
DN40-400 for gas and water transportation covered by
GB/T 29460-2012. However, for PE pipe of large size used
in NPP, current technology was unable to adequately detect
defects. A similar problem was also encountered for steel
piping when the existing ultrasonic testing technique was
applied to inspect thick-walled weld bead (more than 50
mm in thickness) [39–41]. The coarse grains in the welding
region of the steel pipe lead to big noise, high sound

attenuation, and deviation of sound path. These effects
accumulate to a high level when ultrasound propagates in
thick weld bead and consequently contribute to unreliable
testing results. Therefore, process improvements [42,43]
for steel piping were conducted to raise the signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR), and advanced ultrasonic techniques [44,45]
were innovated to extend the testing limit. Inspired by the
ideas for steel piping ultrasonic testing inspection, studies
on acoustic properties of PE were summarized as follows.

3.1 Acoustic properties of PE

Acoustic properties of PE were investigated based on
molecule physics. Ultrasonic measurements, covering the
frequency range of 5 MHz to 1 GHz, were reported on
linear and branched PE. The investigations [46] show that
variations in attenuation are attributed to b and gmolecular
relaxations, to spherulite-amorphous thermoelastic heat
flow, and to spherulite-phonon scattering. Chain branch-
ing, annealing, and drawing all affect the crystallite
morphology and thence the acoustic propagation para-
meters.
Meanwhile, relations between mechanical properties of

PE and its acoustic properties were studied. Ultrasonic
immersion method has been applied for the rapid and
accurate measurement of acoustic attenuation and longi-
tudinal sound velocity in PE. A study [47] on the high-
frequency ultrasonic attenuation showed that an increase of
the attenuation in PE was ascribed to scattering by domains
of different modulus (crystallites). Furthermore, a sys-
tematic study [48] on PE samples of different grades
showed that the velocity at 23 °C was proportional to
density in the range of 0.92 to 0.97 g/cm3. Other research
[49] also supported that for a variety of low-density and
high-density PE samples, sound velocity can be calculated
by a function of the density and the crystallinity.
Several experimental investigations [50–54] were

undertaken to study the velocity and attenuation of
ultrasonic longitudinal waves in PE and their dependences
on frequency. PE samples of different thickness in the
range of 2.5 to 20.0 mm were tested using ultrasonic
transducers with the central frequencies of 1, 3 and 5 MHz.
Though specific values of the ultrasonic parameters were
not consistent from different experiments due to different
PE grades used, all research concluded that the attenuation
of longitudinal wave possessed almost linear dependence
on frequency at 1–10 MHz, and the velocity also possessed
strong dependence on frequency.
Therefore, unlike traditional metallic piping materials,

PE is viscoelastic and its mechanical response at high
frequency differs significantly from that at low frequency.
For pulse propagation in such a medium [47], the strength
of disturbance will significantly decrease with distance
travelled, and different frequency components can travel at
different velocities tending to distort the waveform,
namely acoustic dispersion. Effects of acoustic attenuation

Fig. 4 Defect identification based on pattern recognition [21].
(a) Recognition of normal welding without defect; (b) recognition
of metal wire dislocation; (c) recognition of voids; (d) recognition
of poor fusion interface; (e) recognition of cold welding
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and acoustic dispersion on sound pressure distribution in
the field accumulate with depth. Neglection of acoustic
properties of PE was thought to be the main gap between
the existing ultrasonic inspection techniques and that for
PE joints of large size in NPP.

3.2 Acoustic field model of PE

Current ultrasonic inspection techniques are all based on
ideal wave equation assuming tested materials of linear
elasticity have constant sound velocity [55], as shown in
Eq. (1). Under ideal conditions, the spatial resolution
depends largely on the similarity of signals in shape and
the precision of simple linear time delays determined by a
constant sound speed [56]. Nevertheless, the attenuation
and the dispersion of PE distort the acoustic waveform
during the propagation through PE sample, therefore the
ultrasonic spectrum cannot be converged. Hence, process
of acoustic absorption of ultrasound in PE needs to be
investigated quantitatively to broaden the application of
the current ultrasonic inspecting technology.

∂2P
∂z2

–
1

c0
2

∂2P
∂t2

¼ 0, (1)

where P is sound pressure (in MPa), z is propagation

distance (in mm), t is propagation time (in ms), and c0 is
sound velocity (in mm/ms).
The attenuation of acoustic waves propagating in a wide

variety of lossy media obeys a power dependence on
frequency of the general slowly varying form [54],

αðωÞ ¼ α0jωjy, (2)

where ω is angular frequency, and α0 and y are real non-
negative constants. For PE, the attenuation parameter α has
a linear relation with frequency ω, i.e., y = 1.
Wave losses in acoustics are most often described either

by relaxation phenomena given by equations similar to the
form of the thermoviscous wave equation or its low
frequency approximation. The thermoviscous wave equa-
tion [57] describes attenuation as a combined classical
absorption that includes both viscous and thermal conduc-
tion losses but neglects acoustic dispersion and can only
describe material corresponding to y = 2. To deal with other
materials, several methods [58,59] have been proposed
including a superposition of relaxation frequencies in
medical ultrasound and in geophysics, and a modification
of the relaxation constant based on thermodynamic
principles. Though the modified thermoviscous wave
equation exhibits specific physical significance and is
thought to be able to develop linear and nonlinear

Table 1 Defect quantification and safety assessment [10]

Defect classification Sketch Failure criterion

Voids

Single void: Defect computing size W/L> 10%

Group voids: Defect computing sizeW/L> 20%

Voids penetrate through the inner cold welding
zone

Poor fusion interface

Fusion interface penetrates through the inner
cold welding zone and its length is larger than

twice resistance wire spacing

Intact length of fusion interface is less than the
nominal length in GB15558.2

Metal wire dislocation

Dislocation is larger than resistance wire spacing

Adjacent resistance wires exist coherent voids

Resistance wires contact each other

Cold welding H = 1–L/L0 Cold welding degree H> 30%

W is the minimum axial length of voids projected on fusion interface, in mm; Lw is length of the single edge fusion zone of electric welding joint, in mm; L2 is the
minimum axial distance of two void defects projected on the fusion interface, in mm; X is the axial length of the fusion interface defect of electrofusion joint when
regularized to rectangle, in mm; Y is the circumferential length of the fusion interface defect of electrofusion joint when regularized to rectangle, in mm; L is the axial
distance of the total line of two fusion interfaces, in mm; d is the misplacement of resistance wire, in mm; H is the cold welding degree; L0 is the distance between the
eigen-line and the resistance wire in the ultrasound image when welding input is normal, in mm; L is the distance between the eigen-line and the resistance wire in the
ultrasound image of the electrofusion joint to be detected, in mm
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equations for most materials, the approach is restricted to
complicated mathematical forms. Kramers-Kronig (K-K)
relations [60] indicate that the real and imaginary
components of the complex wavenumber are Hilbert
transforms of each other, and thus K-K relations can be
used in conjunction with the dispersion relation to obtain
expressions linking the phase velocity to the attenuation
coefficient. Nevertheless, the original K-K relation expres-
sions are derived with the limitation of 0< y< 1. The use
of a local K-K relation [61] was suggested for general case,
but no method of converting these frequency relations to
the time domain was given. Tavakkoli et al. [62] derived a
relation between arbitrary absorption and dispersion
directly in time domain based on the use of second-order
operator splitting algorithm, but the relation was unable to
describe sound reflection and diffraction.
Comparing dispersion relations based on the approxi-

mate thermoviscous acoustic wave equation and electro-
magnetic wave equation for a conducting medium, Szabo
[63] proposed a causal time-domain wave equations for
lossy media (for instance PE) of the power law type (y = 1)
as shown in Eq. (3). Through experimental investigations
[64], the equation proved effective in frequency domain to
predict sound attenuation and phase velocity of PE at
different frequencies and can be applied to study the
acoustic field for ultrasonic inspection of PE joint of large
size. The indirect implementation of Szabo’s model is
restricted by viable numerical solution of the convolutional
integral, which for an accurate calculation, requires the
complete time history of the acoustic field quantities.
Recently, Ginter et al. [65] proposed an approach by
transforming the original time-domain equations into
complex discrete-time-frequency domain and then trans-
forming it back into discrete time operators. This approach
has difficulties in making a compromise between a
sufficient approximation of the dispersion effects and the
numerical efforts. Norton and Novarini [66] used a similar
approach, but the approach cannot be used for two-
dimensional or three-dimensional problems because of the
enormous computational cost. Currently, acoustic field
distribution of PE cannot be solved directly in time
domain.

∂2P
∂z2

–
1

c0
2

∂2P
∂t2

–
8α0
πc0

!
t

0

Pðt – t#Þ
t#3

dt# ¼ 0, (3)

where α0 is attenuation coefficient (in Np/(mm$2π$MHz)),
and c0 is reference sound velocity (normally corresponding
to center frequency, in mm/ms).

3.3 Field inspection trials of PE pipe of large size

Ultrasound waveform changes when propagating in PE.
On one hand, sound wave has an obvious frequency
downshift with the increase of depth. Actual time delay of
target signal transmitting in PE differs from that of pulse

transmitting in non-dispersive medium, and the differen-
tiation enlarges with depth and for high frequency [64].
Improvements were made to minimize the influence of
acoustic attenuation and dispersion in PE on the inspection
effectiveness under existing technical conditions.
For EF joint of large size (710 mm in outer diameter

(OD), 40 mm in thickness), TWI [67] applied PAUT
technique with low testing frequency (5 MHz) to achieve
sufficient propagation distance of the sound considering
that PE is a highly attenuating material. The result in
Fig. 5(a) shows that only part of the metal wires can be
recognized, and the SNR needs further improving. For BF
joint of large size (630 mm in OD, 60 mm in thickness),
TWI [68] applied a developed PAUT system utilising
membrane water wedges for low attenuation. The result in
Fig. 5(b) indicates that defects at a depth of 21 mm (42 mm
in sound path) in the BF joint can be inspected with the
technique, but the image qualification was less satisfactory
with low SNR. Zheng et al. [69] innovated the probe for EF
joint (762 mm in OD, 80 mm in thickness) used in NPP
and optimized principal testing parameters by comprehen-
sively considering the testing effectiveness including
sensitivity, penetration, SNR, resolution, and accuracy.
Typical defects were found in field inspection. As shown in
Fig. 5(c), the maximum wire displacement was approxi-
mately 3.3 mm. However, the metal wires in the ultrasonic
image displayed has a width of 5 mm, compared with the
actual diameter of 3 mm. Therefore, the inspection
techniques should be further developed in the testing
resolution enhancement for accurate defect quantification
and safety assessment.

4 Prospects of ultrasonic inspection
technology for PE pipe in NPP

In the first section, gaps in the code case of N755 that
pertain to the volumetric inspection are identified.
Identifying gaps is an important step to develop the
standards needed. Based on the previous analysis, the
principal technical obstacle of innovating reliable NDE
technology for PE pipe of large size was the neglection of
acoustic attenuation and dispersion in PE when applying
the existing ultrasonic inspection technology. To complete
the NDE section of standards or cases for PE pipe used in
NPP, the following technical issues should be solved
beforehand:
1) Research on phased array focal field
Phased array focal field research provides the theoretical

basis of investigating actual acoustic field characteristics,
recovering the wave form and further developing an
effective ultrasonic phased array system. For large
diameter PE pipe joint in NPP, accumulating effects of
acoustic attenuation and dispersion on ultrasound wave
propagating in PE should be taken into account. Conse-
quently, time-domain field distribution of plane wave
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based on the causal theory needs to be first solved, and then
elementary spherical wave field of phased array ultrasound
can be obtained. Considering the distortion of pulse
waveform, the actual time delay of transducer should be
calculated to realize the expected focal region in large
diameter PE joint. Furthermore, the phased array focal field
can be determined through superposition of waves driven
by all excited elements. Focal field of phased array
ultrasound is key to defect detection. For high imaging
precision, scattering principle of all typical defects and
corresponding scattered ultrasound field distribution
should be also clarified.
2) Development of special ultrasonic inspection system
Phased array ultrasonic inspection system should be

innovated specially for PE joint of large size used in NPP.
Delay time algorithm, imaging principle, and gain margin
should be programmed to consider the acoustic properties
of PE. Meanwhile, all related devices such as probe and
filtering circuit need to be redesigned correspondingly to
satisfy new inspection requirements. In comparison with
EF joint, emitting ultrasound wave generates both longi-
tudinal and transversal wave in BF joint after passing
through the testing wedge. Therefore, the influence of
attenuation and dispersion of PE on the transversal wave
should be also studied. On the basis of acoustic properties
of composite sound field, the optimal testing parameters
for PE joint of large size should be investigated with
inspection effectiveness index comprehensively consider-
ed. Lastly, PE joint in NPP usually has complicated
operation surroundings and complex testing surface, so
appropriate testing procedures and assisting techniques can
increase efficiency and ensure reliability.
3) Qualification of defected PE joint
Phased array ultrasonic inspection technique is available

to measure the characteristics of volumetric defects in PE
joints used in NPP. However, additional research is
required to specify the critical dimensions of a specific

defect associated with pressure and temperature that the
joint will experience during its life span. The critical
dimensions of inspected defects should be characterized
and quantified and reflect the risk of failure for the joint in
both short-term and long-term strength.

5 Conclusions

PE pipe exhibits excellent advantages over traditional
metal pipe for some cooling applications in NPP. Lack of
reliable NDE method is the main barrier for ensuring the
long-term safety of HDPE pipe in NPP. This paper
reviewed current development in nondestructive test
technology for PE pipe, and the main conclusions are
drawn as follows:
1) Phased array ultrasonic inspection technique exhibits

great advantages for the detection of all typical defects in
both EF joints and BF joints, especially for cold welding.
Based on the technique, a number of ultrasonic testing
techniques have been developed for PE joint (DN40-400),
including special ultrasonic inspection system, automatic
defect recognition, and safety assessment.
2) For long distance sound propagation in viscoelastic

medium like PE, acoustic attenuation and dispersion
should be taken into consideration to attend to the existing
ultrasonic inspection technique to large diameter PE joints.
By minimizing the influence of acoustic attenuation and
dispersion, PAUT has been successfully used to detect
defects in EF joint (762 mm in OD, 80 mm in thickness),
but the resolution needs further improvement.
Research on the safety assessment of PE pipe joint

containing defects is suggested in the instructions of the
ultrasonic inspection, and acceptance criteria can be
specified in related standards for PE pipe in NPP.
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